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WEBINAR ON INSURANCE
Strategizing & Planning for Insurance Industry
As part of our endeavor to equip the larger audience
about what to expect during and after COVID, we
continue to gather feedback from industry professionals
to decide on the topics for our webinar. The popular vote

Key Takeaways
Gather useful insights on
different scenarios that might

for our next webinar was to focus what to expect during

emerge in the new normal and

the pandemic and how to plan for the post pandemic

how to deal with them.

world in the insurance industry. In this webinar, industry

Leverage from experience and

experts will :

expertise on how to strategize &

Share their experience and trends they foresee across
insurance providers globally.
Provide a framework of different scenarios that the
insurance providers will encounter in the new normal
and strategies to exploit opportunities & mitigate risks.
We will present a live product demonstration of how
insurance providers can plan & implement business
processes that will ensure resilience and immunity in
the post-pandemic world.

plan for the new normal.
Learn how to incorporate
insurance specific drivers in the
planning processes.
Equip yourself with 10 Key
takeaways to make Strategizing
& Planning a “Competitive
Advantage”.

GRANT

KEY CREDENTIALS

Enterprise Development Grant

eMAIL

You can now leverage on Singapore's Enterprise
Development

Grant

to

enhance

your

business

competitiveness locally and globally.

alex@scanomi.com

Criteria for the Grant:

Grant

1. Be registered and operating in Singapore.
2. Have a minimum of 30% local shareholding.
3. Be in a financially viable position to start and
complete the project.

How can Scanomi Help:
1. We meet you for a no-obligation discussion on your
needs.
2. We plan Anaplan implementation with you and assist
in the grant application.
3. Upon approval of grant, we mobilize our team to start
the implementation.
4. Upon completion, we assist you on the grant claims

TOGETHER WE WILL OVERCOME
Human Resilience at its Best
Human resilience and agility has never before been put
to such extreme test like it is now. The human and
economic cost due to the pandemic has been
humongous. However, the pandemic has brought the
world, communities and individuals together to fight a
common cause. Countries and businesses have stood
tall in the face of adversities striving to restore normalcy
in the world. It is upon every individual to contribute
their bit in restoring normalcy and making the world a
better place to live in.
Scanomi recognizes this responsibility and continues to
help companies and individuals emerge stronger and
resilient from the pandemic. Together we can!
For more information about Scanomi and how we can
help, email us at alex@scanomi.com

Learn More

BUSINESS CONTINUITY
PACKAGE
Get Started Now

wEBINAR rECORDINGS
1. Sales & Operations Planning
2. Scenario Planning &
Analysis
3. Transforming Supply Chain

